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Operating & Care Instructions
Please keep these instructions for future reference
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Operating your Manual Recliner.
• Position your body to the back of the seat so that the majority
of your body weight is behind the mid-point of the recliner
(see fig 1).

• Push down on the arms and lift your feet off the floor.
The footrest will rise to the recline position (see fig 2).
• To adjust the back, pull the lever towards you and gently lie back.
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Thank you for purchasing this
IKON Recliner. It has been
designed to give you many
years of comfort, relaxation
and reliability. Before use,
please read these instructions
fully and in the unlikely event
of any issues, contact your
supplying retailer.

• To return the recliner back to the upright position, simply pull
the lever towards you. Close the footrest by pushing down
with your legs.
Note: It may help to open the footrest if you first slightly recline the recliner’s
back, which will help to reposition your body weight behind the mid-point of
the recliner.

Fig 1

Fig 2

How to operate your IKON
Recliner/Riser Recliner chair.
Your IKON Recliner is available with either a
manual or powered option. Depending on
the action you have chosen please read the
applicable operational instructions.
Remember, this product contains moving
parts, so it is important that you read these
operating instructions thoroughly and pay
particular attention to the safety guidelines
on pages 6 and 7.
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Mid point of chair

Mid point of chair
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Operating your Powered Recliner/Riser Recliner.

Fig 3

• First connect the transformer to the recliner by attaching
the quick release connection to the chair power cable (see fig.3).
• Attach the plug to the transformer (see fig.4).
• Plug in and switch on power supply. The green light on the
transformer will illuminate after 5 seconds, to show power
is flowing into the recliner.
Warning: Do not over rotate the recliner, as this may cause the power
lead to twist and prevent safe operation. Never attempt to repair/interfere
with the recliner’s operational mechanism or electrical parts. Only one of
our qualified technicians should be used to carry out any repair on an IKON
Recliner. Always consult your supplying retailer should you have any
operational problems with your chair.
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Adjustable Headrest.
• Place both hands behind the chair back, on the headrest.
Pull both sides towards you until the headrest reaches the
desired position (see fig 5).

Fig 5
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How to care for your IKON Recliner.
Dressing of back and footrest
Dressing is the simple operation of using your hands to gently push
the seat quilt towards the back of the chair and return the quilt to the
original position.
To ensure maximum safety and efficient operation of your IKON
Recliner, all seat backs and quilts are sewn into place, in order to
prevent movement and allow easy operation of the reclining action.
IKON Recliner quilts will gather when fully opened, due to extra fabric
needed when the footrest is in the closed position. Daily ‘dressing’ of
the back and quilt will help maintain the original form and look of the
chair. If left undressed the quilt may over time appear to lose shape
(see fig 1).
Regular cleaning of the recliner and its base
Increased wear and tear on the fabric and base can be caused
by dust and dirt particles which can build up on surfaces. It is
recommended that the fabric should be gently brushed and
vacuumed on a monthly basis. However, you should never use
a stiff brush, as this can score the fabric’s pile and damage the
integrity of the upholstery. Regular cleaning is particularly important
due to the pile in the material becoming ‘crushed’ by consistent use
and gives an appearance of changes in tone. Regular brushing will
help to rectify this tonal change and keep the fabric in good condition.
The base should be regularly cleaned with a non abrasive damp
cloth. Strong detergent or powered cleaners should be avoided.
Soiling and stains
Should your IKON Recliner become soiled or suffer from stains, it is
recommended that wet cleaning should never be used, as this can
cause the fabric colour to run and may leave a permanent stain
within the fabric. We recommend that stubborn stains should only
be treated by a professional upholstery specialist. The effectiveness
of any specialist cleaning treatment will depend upon the degree of
soiling or staining, it is therefore advisable to have your chair treated
before any soiling becomes ingrained in the fabric.
IKON cannot be held responsible for any damage caused to the upholstery by
cleaning or stain removal treatment.
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Fig 1
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Exposure to sunlight
If your IKON Recliner is exposed to direct sunlight for prolonged
periods, like any other fabric it can be subject to fading so always
keep your chair away from strong, direct sunlight.
Fabric appearance
Many upholstery fabrics may appear darker or shaded in certain
areas, most noticeably on the arms and seat/back of the chair,
this is generally due to the way the direction of the pile in the fabric
reflects daylight and is a natural characteristic of this type of fabric.
Any shaded areas can be minimised, but not entirely eliminated,
by lightly brushing the pile in a different direction.
Due to the make up of the upholstery fabric, it can show creases and
crush marks during normal use and create changes in the material’s
shading. This is caused by the pile of the fabric being moved in a
different direction and is an inherent characteristic of many fabrics.
Light brushing and moving the pile in one direction can usually help
reduce this effect.
Loose cushions
The use of loose cushions is not recommended with the IKON
Recliner, as they can become lodged between the seat and the
chair’s back and inhibit the reclining action.
General information
Avoid your IKON Recliner coming into contact with sharp objects like
buckles, which can snag the fabric. If snagging does occur, carefully
cut off the threads with scissors, never try to pull the threads off, as
this will damage the fabric.
Animals should not be allowed on your IKON Recliner as their claws
can easily damage and snag the upholstery.
Avoid sitting on the IKON’s arms, as this can cause structural
damage and can affect the stability of the chair.
Avoid sitting on the edge of the seat, as this causes the seat cushion
to move, giving a creased appearance to the seat. Should this occur,
simply push the seat fabric backwards this will move the
cushioning back to it’s original position.
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IKON safety
Your IKON Recliner is manufactured with moving parts and with
powered models, electric leads and motors. Here are a few helpful
suggestions to ensure your safety when using your new recliner. It’s
advisable never to allow children or babies to play on the chair or
leave unsupervised in the same room as a reclining chair.
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Fig 1

Unauthorised use
Each electrically operated IKON Recliner is fitted with a quick
release power lead, which is located just below the chair. By
detaching this quick release feature the chair becomes instantly
inoperable and prevents unauthorised or unsupervised use (see fig 1).
Recliners with an integrated, rechargeable battery will continue
to operate.
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Fig 2

Care when using the footrest
Always ensure that no obstructions are near or under the footrest
when the action is operated (see fig 2).
Repair and service
The action mechanism of the IKON Recliner contains precision
moving parts and no attempt to repair or adjust the chair’s action
mechanism should be made, other than by one of our qualified
technicians or your supplying retailer. Always ensure that any
electrical wires are free from obstruction and not twisted or trapped in
any way. Do not over rotate a powered recliner, as this may cause the
power lead to twist and could prevent safe operation of the chair.
In the event of damage always use an IKON approved technician.
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Fig 3

Stability and balance
Although your IKON Recliner has been designed to be stable and
well balanced, you should never sit on the arms of the chair or on the
footrest when it is in the ‘open’ position (see fig 3). You should never
lean to an excessive degree, either over the sides or the front of the
chair, to reach for any object (see fig 4). This is particularly applicable
when leaning forward if the footrest is in the open position, as this
could result in the chair tipping forward.
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Fig 4
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Fig 5

Moving your chair
Your IKON Recliner contains moving, precision parts and should be
moved with care. Only move the chair when it is in the ‘closed’
position, never when it is in any of the ‘open’ positions and always
move it by using the chair’s arms. If you need to move an electrically
operated IKON chair, always unplug the mains lead as this will avoid
trapping any wires (see fig 5).
After use
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Always return your chair to the ‘closed’ position after use and never
leave it in the ‘open’ position or close to a fire or source of heat.
Cigarettes must never be left alight resting on the arms, or any other
part of the chair. Do not place the chair too close to the wall as
obstructions can seriously damage the motor and mechanism if the
chair is operated and the chair’s movement is restricted (see fig 6).

Fig 6

Your IKON is a recliner, not a bed
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Although your IKON Recliner has been designed as the perfect
chair to help you to relax, it should be remembered that it is not
a bed and should never be used as a substitute for a bed (see fig 7).

Fig 7

Your IKON’s transformer
If you have chosen an electrically operated IKON Recliner, it will be
supplied with its own power transformer, this effectively changes the
voltage into a lower and safer energy source to control the action of
the chair. Only use the transformer unit supplied with your chair and
never use any other transformer, as this can result in irreparable
damage to the motor. The transformer supplied is a sealed unit and
should not be tampered with (see fig 8).
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Fig 8

Trouble-shooting
Your IKON Recliner has been designed and manufactured to give years of trouble-free comfort. Should your chair fail
to operate, please try these easy steps by checking that:
• The power supply has not been interrupted
• The plug socket from the transformer to the wall is operating correctly
• The connection to the transformer unit is fully pushed into the transformer (a green light should illuminate on the
transformer to show it is live)
• No supply cables have become damaged, cut/worn or entrapped (over rotating the chair can cause the power lead
to twist and prevent safe operation)
Having initially investigated these common faults and if the chair is still not working, consult your supplying retailer.
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5-year guarantee on IKON frames,
motor and action
IKON Recliners include a full 5-year guarantee.
This covers the frame, motor and action against
manufacturing defects and faults. IKON upholstery
is also covered for up to 12 months against any
manufacturing imperfections or defects. In chair
rechargeable batteries are covered for 24 months.
Please note that the guarantee does not cover accidental
damage in use to any part of the product eg USB port, fabric.

Terms and conditions
We reserve the right to repair or replace any faulty parts subject to:
• The product is the property of the original purchaser and
has not been re-sold (note, the warranty is not transferable).
• Proof of purchase will be required before claims can be
investigated.
• The product guarantee must be registered with IKON by forwarding
the recliners unique reference number along with your name and
address to info@ikon-rotational.co.uk or calling 01623 444896.
• The recliner has been used for domestic use only and not in any
commercial concern i.e. hotels, holiday homes etc.
• The recliner has been used in accordance with our Operating and
Care Instructions and has not been abused or mis-sold.
• The product has not been modiﬁed, repaired or shows signs of
an attempted modiﬁcation or repair by any unauthorised person.
• The warranty period is effective from the date of purchase of
the product.
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